
LAMINATE FLOORING



Are you about to move in a 
new apartment, new house 
or new villa?

Do you need a floor for a new 
shop, boutique or an office? 

Whatever the answer, we have a solution for your needs. 
The renewed Cosmoflooritan laminate floor collection has 
the answers on all questions. 



What lifestyle do you prefere - 
country, classic or modern style?

Are you a fan of light, 
medium or dark colours?

Inspired by customers’ needs and followed by new 
trends it represents one of the most comprehensive 
laminate flooring collection. A variety of rustic, natural 
or elegant designs can fit into any public area or private 
premises. Its robust structure and highly resistant 
surface is a guaranty for long product life.



WOOD - THE MOST IMPORTANT RAW MATERIAL
 
Securing environmentally and resource friendly forestry is one 
of Cosmoflooritan collection’s priorities. Only wood from 
sustainable forestry is used in the production of Cosmoflooritan 
laminate floor collection. 

BLUE ANGEL - PROTECTS HEALTH 
 
Commitment to our environment. Laminate Prestige, Fusion and 
Sonic have earned the world’s oldest and best-known ecological 
seal of approval The Blue Angel, which confirms our commitment 
to the environment.



EASY AND QUICK 
INSTALLATION (DIY)
Due to its innovative joining 
systems (just clic, UNIfit), 
Cosmoflooritan laminate flooring can 
be installed quickly, easily and with 
almost no special tools.

ECONOMICAL
Laminate floor Cosmoflooritan is for 
sure one of the floor coverings with 
best price-performance ratio. 

FLEXIBLE
Due to its easy floating installation 
and deinstallation the flexibility of 
redesigning your interior is 
extremely high.

ROBUST AND IMPACT RESISTANT
Special, highly abrasion-resistant 
surface layer in combination with 
high density fibreboard base 
material make Cosmoflooritan 
laminate flooring extremely 
durable and highly impact resistance. 
It is very resistant against abrasion, 
scratches, UV radiation and to 
certain extent also moisture.

EASY TO CARE FOR
High quality coating on the 
surfaces makes laminate flooring 
Cosmoflooritan very easy to care for. 
A damp cloth and vacuum cleaner is 
all it takes to keep your floors clean. 

HEALTHY FLOOR
The sealed surface of laminate 
flooring is a guaranty for clean, 
anti-allergenic floors. It repels dirt 
and is easy to clean which makes it 
very well suited for all that suffer 
from allergy.

RENEWABLE AND ECOLOGICAL
Cosmoflooritan laminate flooring 
collection is primarily made from 
PEFC-certified industrial wood and 
residual wood from the sawmill 
industry as well as ecologically 
harmless binding agents. It doesn’t 
contain any PVC or softeners and 
can be fully recycled. 

ADVANTAGES

SURFACES
Thanks to the latest STATE OF THE ART technologies and new surface treatment 
techniques, Cosmofloritan laminate flooring surfaces appear highly authentic. 

R10 SLIP-RESISTANCE CLASS
With slip-resistant properties pursuant 
to the DIN EN 51130 standard - slip-
resistance class R10.

OILED

Natural oiled character

NATURAL PORE

Authentic woodgrain

RUSTIC

Brushed wood effects

VINTAGE

Saw cut, full of character

HERITAGE

Rough sawn appearance

Lively wood character
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PRODUCT DETAILS
 
1. Resilient, highly abrasion-resistant surface  
2. Decor pattern 
3. Swell barrier-plus coreboard made from       
    natural wood fibres 
4. Balancer

The Prestige, Fusion and Sonic sub-collection are even anti-static which results in noticeably enhanced comfort. 
People generate static electricity as they walk across a floor. This can result in the sudden discharge of electricity 
(electric shock) when touching a metal object. Since Cosmoflooritan Prestige, Fusion and Sonic laminate flooring 
are equipped with antistatic features, the development of static charges is kept to a minimum in accordance with 
EN1815. Measurements of less than 2kV (kilovolt) have been achieved, which is considered antistatic according to 
EN 14041. 

Flooring with an enhanced antistatic discharge capacity is required for certain applications, for example in EDP 
facilities and control centres as well as areas subject to explosion hazards. Nevertheless, laminate flooring is not 
suitable for such applications due to the physical characteristics of wood-based materials.

When it comes to usage needs, one can choose from decors 
suitable for heavy domestic and moderate commercial use to 
the ones for heavy commercial use. 

When it comes to thicknesses, Cosmoflooritan laminate floorings 
are 7, 8 and 12 mm. 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Panel size Thickness
Garantee

Years
Abrasion

Class Joint Antistatic
Floor

Heating V-grooveRange



Plank size [ mm ] 

1292x192

1292x192

1292x192

1291x193

1291x193

1291x193

Thickness  [ mm ]

7

8

8

8

8

12

Planks/Pack. 

10

8

8

8

8

6

m2

2,48

1,98

1,98

1,99

1,99

1,5

Weight [ kg ]/Pack. 

16,3

14,8

14,8

14,9

15,41

16,9

Pack./Pallet=m2

52 = 129,01

60 = 119,09

60 = 119,09

60 = 119,62

60 = 119,62

52 = 77,75
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ADVANTAGES

• The UNI fit! click system allows a quick, comfortable, and 
  flexible installation, floorboard by floorboard
• Simultaneous installation and alignment of the first two rows 
   in consistent alternation
• Simultaneous installation of more than one row is possible   
   with more than one flooring installer working concurrently
• High connection strength and excellent fit
• Easy dismantling row by row is possible

UNI FIT!

The new UNI fit! installation system simplifies 
installation and makes the joints in the flooring 
even more sturdy. And, if you need to move, 
you can quickly and easily dismantle without 
damaging the profile. The UNI fit! technology is 
based on a Unilin profile.

OVERVIEW OF INSTALLATION SYSTEMS

Installation technology

Installation

Reverse installation

Speed

Instalation comfort

Removal of the elements

System

angle/angle system angle/fold down system

Row by row Elemnt by element
Several rows at ta time

INSTALLATION
Installation is straightforward, fast and simple thanks to our installation systems. 
Please observe the installation instructions for the respective product in regards 
to the exact installation approach.



HOME  



15
YEARS

GUARANTEE

3836 OAK CANYON SUGAR

3748 OAK HIGHLAND SILVER 2166 OAK MONTEVERDE 3836 OAK CANYON SUGAR



VILLA  



15
YEARS

GUARANTEE

8 mm

2172 OAK BOLZEN

3882 CHESTNUT PAMPLONA WHITE

3159 OAK EUROPEAN LIGHT

3724 OAK PLANK NATUR

3461 OAK CANYON LIGHT

2167 OAK MONTEVERDE GREY

3881 CHESTNUT PAMPLONA

3765 OAK ALPINE

2194 OAK NORMANDIE WHITE

3836 OAK CANYON SUGAR

2132 OAK LARGO 3150 OAK WEMBLEY

3928 OAK CANYON WHITE



STYLE  



20
YEARS

GUARANTEE

8 mm

3641 OAK SCRAPED WHITE

3882 CHESTNUT PAMPLONA WHITE

3161 OAK MANHATTAN DARK

3641 OAK SCRAPED WHITE

3085 OAK UMBER LIGHT 3944 OAK MEMORY GREY

3836 OAK CANYON SUGAR 3827 OAK GARDENA

2164 OAK GARDENA WHITE

3974 OAK MONT BLANC HONEY



PRESTIGE  



20
YEARS

GUARANTEE

8 mm

3841 OAK ILIRICA LIGHT

3921 OAK VERDON NATUR3841 OAK ILIRICA LIGHT

3960 OAK SANTANA DARK3064 OAK ARGENTA NATURAL

3972 OAK ALICANTE LIGHT 3945 OAK CARLO

3823 OAK BOURBON NATUR

3170 OAK LAXTON

2116 OAK ALBACETE



FUSION  



3148 OAK ALMERIA

3944 OAK MEMORY GREY

3910 OAK VERDON

3461 OAK CANYON LIGHT3119 OAK CANNES LIGHTGREY

3148 OAK ALMERIA 2116 OAK ALBACETE



SONIC  



3081 OAK OLBIA NATUR

3968 OAK OLBIA BROWN

3965 OAK OLBIA WHITE

3081 OAK OLBIA NATUR3945 OAK CARLO

2114 OAK LA VALLETTA MOCCA

3959 OAK ALGHERO WHITE

3835 OAK BASTIA

2113 OAK LA VALLETTA SMOKED
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www.Floor-Experts.com

The images in this brochure are only indicative of the appearance you can achieve and the floor may look different to the samples. 
Consequently, we suggest you visit your supplier to view the larger display boards which will give a better indication.


